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WORK EXPERIENCE
INFO EDGE (INDIA) LIMITED | SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER Noida | 06/2022 – Present

• Developed a modern and user-friendly jobseeker product for BigShyft, leveraging Next.js, Tailwind
CSS, and an in-house design system. This revamp resulted in improved user experience and
increased engagement on the platform.

• Implemented a candidate recommendation system and interview scheduling feature in the agent
app, resulting in improved efficiency and accuracy of candidate matching and streamlining the
interview process.

• Developed TechMinis web application using Next.js and Tailwind CSS, focusing on optimizing app
performance and achieving high core web vitals scores for an enhanced user experience.

RSG MEDIA SYSTEMS | SOFTWARE ENGINEER Gurugram | 06/2021 – 06/2022

• Designed user-friendly UI pages using Ant Design React UI and AG Grid library, resulting in an
enhanced user experience.

• Developed and maintained a robust REST API stack using Express.js, Objection.js, Redis and Postgres
DB, Implemented caching mechanisms to improve response times and reduce server load, resulting
in enhanced user experience and increased system scalability.

• Implemented containerization strategies using Docker to enhance scalability and portability of
applications, resulting in improved deployment efficiency and reduced resource consumption.

RESTOLABS | SOFTWARE ENGINEER Noida | 07/2019 – 06/2021

• Developed intuitive and responsive user interfaces using React, Vue, Angular, MUI, and SCSS,
resulting in enhanced user experience and improved overall performance of the applications.

• Developed and maintained a high-performance REST API stack for RestoLabs, ensuring seamless
integration with fronten and efficient data retrieval

• Developed and maintained hybrid mobile apps using the Ionic framework, resulting in improved user
experience and increased customer satisfaction for RestoLabs’ mobile app users.

SKILLS

TOOLS JavaScript, HTML, CSS, React, Next.js, Redux, Tailwind,
SCSS, Node, Express, PostgreSQL, Redis, Kafka, MongoDB,
Docker, Webpack, Version Control (GIT), TypeScript

PROJECTS
BIGSHYFT | REACT, NEXT.JS, TAILWIND https://www.bigshyft.com
Developed and implemented the JS enhanced profile feature on BigShyft, a premium job searching
platform. Currently leading the product revamp using Next.js, Tailwind CSS, and an in-house design
system to enhance user experience and improve overall performance.

BIGSHYFT RECRUITER | REACT, REDUX, SCSS https://recruiter.bigshyft.com
Revamped the AAA listing page on the BigShyft Recruiter platform by implementing advanced filters and
enhancing the searching functionality. Streamlined app performance and optimized user experience,
resulting in improved overall performance and increased user satisfaction. Utilized React, Redux, and
SCSS to achieve these enhancements.

TECHMINIS | REACT, NEXT.JS, TAILWIND CSS https://techminis.com/
Developed TechMinis, a dynamic tech news website, utilizing a wide range of tools including React, Next.js,
and Tailwind CSS. Implemented various features such as infinite scroll for news articles, bookmarking,
sharing, personalized recommendations based on user preferences, dark and light mode options.

EDUCATION
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY | B.TECH IT Lucknow | 07/2015 - 06/2019
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